
Cinema Bhojpuri Avijit Ghosh - The Rising
Star of Bhojpuri Film Industry
Are you a fan of Bhojpuri cinema? If yes, then you must have heard about Avijit
Ghosh, the rising star of the Bhojpuri film industry. Avijit Ghosh is a multitalented
actor, singer, and dancer who has taken the Bhojpuri film industry by storm. With
his captivating performances and melodious voice, Avijit has won the hearts of
millions and continues to mesmerize his fans with his talent.

Born and raised in Bihar, Avijit Ghosh developed a deep passion for acting and
singing at a very young age. He started his journey in the entertainment industry
by participating in various stage shows and local events. His dedication and hard
work caught the attention of directors and producers, leading to his debut in
Bhojpuri cinema.

Avijit Ghosh made his debut in the Bhojpuri film industry with the movie "Jaan
Tere Naam" in 2012. His exceptional acting skills and soulful voice left the
audience in awe. Since then, there has been no looking back for this talented
artist. Avijit has appeared in several successful Bhojpuri movies like "Dulhan
Chahi Pakistan Se," "Dabang Mora Balma," and "Suno Sasurji."
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Avijit Ghosh's charm and versatility have made him a favorite among both critics
and audiences. His ability to portray a wide range of characters with ease and
finesse is what sets him apart from his contemporaries. Whether it is a romantic
hero, an action-packed role, or a comic character, Avijit nails it every time.
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Along with his acting prowess, Avijit Ghosh is also known for his melodious voice.
He has lent his voice to several hit Bhojpuri songs, which have become
chartbusters overnight. His soulful rendition of romantic ballads and peppy dance
numbers have made him a sensation in the Bhojpuri music industry as well.

Avijit's contribution to Bhojpuri cinema goes beyond acting and singing. He is also
actively involved in supporting and promoting regional talent. He has started his
own production house, where he provides a platform for aspiring actors, singers,
and musicians to showcase their talent. Avijit believes in nurturing and grooming
new talent and aims to bring fresh and unique stories to the Bhojpuri film industry.

Avijit Ghosh's popularity is not limited to just the Bhojpuri-speaking regions. His
movies and songs have gained immense popularity in other parts of India as well
as among the Bhojpuri diaspora across the globe. His fan base continues to
grow, and he has become a youth icon, inspiring many aspiring artists to follow
their dreams.

It is undeniable that Avijit Ghosh's journey in the Bhojpuri film industry has been
nothing short of remarkable. His dedication, talent, and down-to-earth nature
have earned him immense respect and love from his fans and colleagues. With
each new project, Avijit continues to push the boundaries, proving that he is here
to stay.

So, if you haven't watched any of Avijit Ghosh's movies or listened to his songs
yet, it's time to do so. Experience the magic of his performances and immerse
yourself in the melodious world of Bhojpuri cinema. Avijit Ghosh is a name that
will surely be etched in the history of Bhojpuri cinema for years to come.

Don't miss out on the star who is all set to shine brighter with every passing day!
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Cruel landlords; crafty moneylenders; corrupt politicians; righteous heroes and
uninhibited dancing girls—just some of the characters of a successful Bhojpuri
film.

Often considered kitschy and crude by ‘polite’ society; Bhojpuri cinema has had
astounding success from the 1990s onwards; which can only be explained by its
overwhelming popularity among the other half of new India. What is it that makes
Bhojpuri cinema tick? What is the logic of its aesthetics? And most importantly;
how did these regional language films become a profitable industry?

Answering many of these questions and written with a deep sensitivity for the
genre; Cinema Bhojpuri is the one of the first studies of the history and themes of
Bhojpuri cinema—the poor cousin of Bollywood. Basing his research on
extensive personal interviews and analyses of trade journals from the 1960s
onwards; Avijit Ghosh’s fascinating study unveils much about Bhojpuri cinema—
from the making of the first Bhojpuri film; Ganga Maiya Tohe Piyari Chadhaibo; to
the terrible lows of the 1980s when Bhojpuri cinema all but died; and right down
to the present when the breathlessly-paced masala entertainers of Manoj Tiwari;
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Ravi Kishan and Dinesh Lal Yadav ‘Nirahua’ gave life to what Hindi cinema had
left behind—rural India.
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